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External News
New intra-Asia services launched from Port of Dalian
TWO new intra-Asia services are being launched directly connecting the port of Dalian with Southeast Asia. The two new direct

shipping services cover Dalian-Vietnam and Dalian-Singapore-Malaysia. Wan Hai Lines and Interasia will jointly operate the service to

Vietnam, deploying three 1,800 TEU containerships. Regional Container Liners, Korea Marine Transport, SITC and Sea Consortium will

jointly deploy five 2,700 TEU box ships for the service between Dalian, Singapore and Malaysia. The two direct services, departing

from Dalian port, will call at major ports in Southeast Asia, further expanding container shipping network of Dalian port. With the

opening of the new services, Liaoning Port Group is currently offering 21 Southeast Asia container shipping services, reports

Seatrade Maritime News, Colchester, UK.

Source:  Shipping Gazette

CMA levies US$200/TEU congestion fee to Southampton, London Gateway
FRENCH shipping giant CMA CGM has announced a US$200 surcharge per TEU to Southampton and London Gateway. Due to

various factors, there has been a costly congestion build up at these ports and terminals to warrant the surcharge, the Marseilles-

based company said.

Source: Shipping Gazette

CMA CGM levies bunker recovery adjustment factor April 1
A SURCHARGE called a Bunker Recovery Adjustment Factor will be imposed by French shipping giant CMA CGM on monthly basis

for the short term contracts only (excluding any contract subject to quarterly floating BAF mechanism) to reflect the significant

increase in the bunker costs.

Effective April 1, date of loading in the origin ports, and until further notice, the new amount of the Bunker Recovery Adjustment

Factor, based on the VLSFO average price of Q1 (Dec 20, Jan 21, Feb 21 Baseline), will be applicable to all cargo on Africa Lines

services.

Source: Shipping Gazette

MSC to launch new Sentosa service between southeast Asia and USWC
MEDITERRANEAN Shipping Company (MSC) is to launch a new container shipping service early next month to meet increasing

demand for cargo between southeast Asia and the US west coast. The new Sentosa service is aimed at improving reliability in the

transpacific network at a time when the entire market remains under considerable systemic pressure, MSC said in a statement. MSC

said the service should enable a significantly improved transit time for MSC customers shipping goods between southeast Asia and

California and also ensure that MSC retains a direct Laem Chabang-Long Beach call (in both directions) within its transpacific

network.

This service is expected to start in early April with the MSC Ornella and its rotation will be as follows: Singapore, Tanjung Pelepas,

Laem Chabang, Vung Tau, Long Beach, Shanghai, Ningbo, Xiamen and returning to Singapore.
                                                                                              Source: Shipping Gazette

OOCL changes intra-Asia loops affecting Philippines, China, Indonesia

HONG KONG's Orient Overseas Container Line (OOCL), now a Cosco unit, has announced changes to its intra-Asia offering from

April 18 with a feeder network to the Philippines.

The new port rotation for the China Indonesia Service (CIS) will be Qingdao, Shanghai, Ningbo, Da Chan Bay, Jakarta, Surabaya, Port

Kelang and back to Qingdao.

The change involves changes to the China and Indonesia services, with the introduction of the new CIS service, which replaces the

CIP service.

This adds port calls to Qingdao and Port Kelang, while those to Semarang, Manila (South Port) and Hong Kong will be dropped.

To maintain fast and direct linkage between the Philippines and Hong Kong markets, our Philippines Feeder 2 (PHF2) product will be

resumed from Hong Kong on May 1, on the following rotation: Hong Kong, Manila North Harbour, Manila South Harbour and back

to Hong Kong.

                                                                                          Source: Shipping Gazette



The news of sailing service of China basic port
Shanghai port:

ETD Mar 17th is the last vessel of TSL for Southeast Asia direct sailing, the original common cabin owners KMTC, Heung A Line,

Sinokor will continue to operate this service.

Started from Mar 6, Shanghai WIN joined HMM, ONE, YML, HPL, BEN LINE and Samudera shipping Line common cabin direct service

to India, which would be direct to Singapore and Port Klang west port.

Shanghai SITC Saturday Kansai Direct (S6) March 13 is the last voyage, the original co-cabin carrier HASCO would continue to

operate this ervice.

From Apr 2nd, Shanghai Asen Seas Line (NCX3) will join TSL and CNC common cabin direct sailing to Ho Chi Minh, which can be

direct to Port Calais in Ho Chi Minh.
Ningbo port:

Started from Mar 21, BEN LINE (AS1) would join CMA, CNC, COSCO, OOCL, RCL, ZIM common cabin sailing to India and Pakistan,

which can be direct to Singapore, Navashiwa, Mundhra, Karachi.

The Mediterranean service of MSC, MAERSK, HSUD common cabin, with links to Marsa Shrok, Barcelona and Valencia, the sailing

schedule will be changed from every Tuesday to every Sunday from Mar 7th.

Xiamen port:

On Mar 13, Sealand added new service Far East direct PH5, which can be direct to Busan and Vostochtel.

On Mar 9, a new service to Ho Chi Minh occurred in Xiamen, which can direct to Port Calais in Ho Chi Minh. Common carrier

including SITC, COSCO and JJ Shipping.

On Mar 27, Wanhai will increase a new service (AA3) to USWC in Xiamen,  which can direct to Long Beach for 14 days.

Qingdao port:

On Mar 6, Sealand in Qingdao added a new service to Southeast Asia, which can direct to Singapore, Tanjong Palapas, Megang.

On Mar 5, Qingdao added new service of Japan and South Korea, which can direct to Busan, Nicosia, Akita, Tomakomai, Sendai,

Onahama, Imari. Common carrier: KMTC, Namsung.

Tianjin port:

On Mar 10, Tianjin added a new direct service between Japan and South Korea, which can be direct to Busan, Kanazawa, Nicosia,

Hakodate, Tomakomai, Kushiro, Sendai, Hitachi. Common carrier: Dong Young shipping Line, Namsung, KMTC.

On Apr 6, Tianjin added a new service to Europe, which can be direct to Piraeus, Antwerp, Hamburg, Rotterdam. Common carrier:

EMC, COSCO, OOCL, CMA.

Shenzhen port:

ETD Mar 7 was the last vessel of Sealand from shekou to Philippines port, and the sailing schedule every Saturday would be

cancelled. Routing: Shekou--Batangas--Manila North--General Santos--Davao.

On Mar 25, Wanhai would add a new service (AA3) from Yantian to USWC, which can be direct to Long Beach.

On Mar 26, Wanhai would add a new service (AA5) from Yantian to USWC, which can be direct to Seattle, Oakland.
Source: Weiyun

TIACA declares air cargo rates will remain high for three years

THE International Air Cargo Association's (TIACA) has declared that air cargo shippers should prepare for at least another three years

of elevated freight rates, reports IHS Media.

The report comes after airlines report struggling to match capacity with highly uncertain passenger demands, while lucrative

business travel may be lost forever.

"The airlines have to resize their fleets based on expected passenger numbers, and you can't operate the 2020 fleet at 2015

passenger volumes. They have to keep their optimal level of load factors to make the operations economically viable," said TAICA

director-general Glyn Hughes.
Source: Shipping Gazette



Hong Kong airport air cargo up 23.3pc in first two month of 2021

THE Hong Kong's Airport Authority says air cargo throughput saw 17.9 per cent growth to 719,000 tonnes in the first two months of

the year.

During February, cargo throughput was 310,000 tonnes, recording a year-on-year increase of 23.3 per cent, while freighter

movements surged 36.8 per cent to 4,615, up from 3,374 recorded during the same month last year.

Source: China Shipping Gazette

Next month may face a new round of ocean freight increases and peak season surcharges
From April customers are likely to be hit by a new round of rates increases and peak season surcharges (PSS) as carriers strengthen

their dominance across trade routes. It is reported that carriers have begun to pay attention to the traditional return routes with

lower income, so as to restore the ocean freight level of providing containers, rather than the preset option of returning empty

containers to Asia. Since September last year, under the influence of regulatory authorities, trans Pacific shipping company has

reduced the GRI, and now it's ready to launch another price increase next month. For example, from April 1, HPL proposed a gri of

USD1200/40'GP from Asia to United States and Canada. When prices are under pressure, other trans Pacific shipping companies

usually use a month's gri and PSS in the off-season. At the same time, although demand for Asia-Europe routes has slowed down in

the past few weeks, there is no sign of a sharp drop in spot freight rates. On both sides of the Atlantic, OOCL and HPL are preparing

to increase the freight rate from northern Europe to the United States by US $1000 / 40 'container from April 1. This traditionally

stable trade route usually adjusts by less than US $100 within one year. On the return route, the shipping company will also increase

a series of freight rates and PSS on April 1. For example, CMA CGM's PSS per container shipped from northern Europe to Asia

increased by $250.
Source: China Shipping Gazette

 Internal News
Public holiday:

China branch office: (Shanghai, Ningbo, Qingdao, Shenzhen, Xiamen)

Qingming Festival: offices will be closed from April 3rd to 5th 2021 (Saturday to Monday).

Hong Kong office:

Easter Holiday: office will be closed from April 2nd to 6th 2021 (Friday to Tuesday).


